CROSSBEAMS January 2021
Epiphany: The Season of Light, Revelation, and Blessing
Five years ago, I wrote an article for the January Crossbeams that included these two brief reports from Sunday
worship:

monplace. These are clues for how we are to live, too. We
are called to believe in the miraculous, share our resources
and blessings, and act as if all the power that Jesus has we
also have. We are called to do simple things that bless others, spread generosity, and display love and compassion.
When Jesus (and we) bless people, God’s blessings abound
and God’s glory multiplies right before our eyes.

People attending during Advent were given the opportunity to bless one another for their ministry in the world.
Brian Anderson happened to be sitting with his 3-year-old
granddaughter, Erica. After he blessed her, they sat still in
the sanctuary. After they had been sitting for a little
while, Erica said to him, “Grandpa, I want to bless someone.”

This is our baptismal inheritance. We are blessed and called
to bless others.
How do we bless others during a pandemic? In that article
five years ago, I offered some Epiphany blessing practices. It
turns out that all of them still apply!

During the close of a service, the children were invited
forward for a blessing before the start of BLAST. Upon
hearing the call to come forward, Elliott, age 3, turned to
his younger sister and said, “Come, Rebekka, we get to be
blessed!”

So, reprinted here are some powerful empowering Epiphany activities you might consider:

A lot has changed in five years – especially in the last year –
but some things never change. We want to be blessed and
we want to be a blessing.

•

•
We might not express our desires for blessing in the ways
that these two three-year-olds did back then, but the desire
remains nonetheless. We want our lives to matter and to
bless people and we want to receive God’s blessing and the
blessing of others.

The season of Epiphany is the season of revelation, light,
and blessing, where we witness Jesus both receiving blessing from God and being a blessing himself. At his baptism,
the heavens split open and God’s Spirit descends upon him
as the heavens quake and thunder with God’s voice proclaiming, “You are my beloved Son. I’m well pleased with
you!” The same is true for you. The heavens resounded
with pleasure and grace the day you were baptized. Jesus’
baptism opened the door for yours and the same blessing
that fell on him that day at the river Jordan also fell on you
and continues to pour out from heaven. You are blessed.
You are beloved. God is pleased with you!
During Epiphany, we also witness Jesus blessing others with
acts of generosity and mercy, both miraculous and comJanuary 2021
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Bless the children around you. If you have nighttime
rituals with small children, include giving your blessing
as part of those rituals. (I used to say goodnight to my
children and add, “You have my blessing.”)
Remind people directly that they are blessed by God.
You can do this in everyday conversation, particularly
when people are sharing their challenges with you.
Think of it as opening a door for God, letting God in on
the circumstance. You might say, “Do you know you are
blessed by God?” And then, “What might God want to
say about this?”

•

Hear compliments and gratitude as a blessing bestowed
upon you by God. Really express your appreciation for
them expressing theirs. Receive compliments graciously.

•

Ask other people to bless you, or remind you that you
are blessed by God.

These are ways you might begin to realize God’s powerful
blessings all around you. What other things might you do?

May the peace and power of God’s blessing be realized in
you,
Pastor Laura

The person in whom we most clearly see the gospel is Jesus. God sent him to us. He lived God's will and way, welcoming both the outcasts and the religious types. (Though
Jesus had lots to say to the religious elite, he still accepted
them.) None of them had to become something else in order to pave the way for Jesus' coming to them. Jesus was
crucified because he loved so thoroughly. It was a scandal,
and it really messed up the social norms of the time. Even
better news in Jesus' story is that God raised Jesus from the
dead. Life wins when God is in charge, not death.

How to Tell the Difference
between the Law and the
Lutheran
Gospel
Core Beliefs
[This article is from the Confirmation program called Here
We Stand.]

Here it is in a nutshell: the law is what we do for God. The
Jesus did make suggestions about how people might begospel is what God does for us. Of course, any good theolohave, however. This is where the law and gospel are really
gian knows that's not nearly enough to say, so...
two sides of the same coin. There is an old Lutheran line:
"The law shows us our sin. The gospel shows us our Savior."
Let's expand this just a bit. The law in Lutheran understandIf we do not see and believe that we fall short of God's viing is God given, and so is useful and holy in its own right.
sion for us and our world, then we won't see a need for salThe Ten Commandments are a case in point. Rules, comvation. At the same time, if we see only the ways we fall
mands, encouragements, instruction, all point toward some
short, and not God's promise of redemption, we may find
standard of behavior, attitude, and/or thought. Through the
ourselves keeping score in an attempt to measure our worlaw, we learn how God would have us live. The law is a rethiness. We will spend our spiritual energy striving to work
flection of God's desires and hopes for us and, in many casour way to God, trying to be good, or at least better than
es, reflects the wisdom of the natural order of things. For
our neighbor.
example, the fifth commandment, "Thou shalt not kill,"
makes perfect sense if we are trying to live in community. It
On the other hand, if all we have is the gospel, we may not
simply will not do to have people killing other people, beunderstand what God's welcome is all about. What's the
cause killing engenders suspicion and fear, and threatens
value of having God around? If there isn't any trouble, if we
the survival of the group. The point is to support and nurdon't see how our short-sightedness sabotages our wellture one another so all our lives will be better.
being, if we are just fine and dandy, then we don't need
God, except perhaps as the great prime-mover who pretty
There are other kinds of law. From the Lutheran perspecmuch backed out of things once the creation was launched.
tive, laws such as those in Leviticus may not have the same
timelessness as the Ten Commandments, but faithful peoWhen the law and the gospel are held in tension, they are a
ple looked on these commands as ways they could honor
dialectic that produces energy and movement. We glimpse
their relationship with God. The contemporary value of
God's intent for us in the law but see also our shortthese laws varies. Many in the Jewish tradition, for examsightedness. Because the gospel assures us that we are alple, still seek to keep the laws in Leviticus. Many arguments
ready a part of God's circle, we don't need to scramble to
in the Christian community over the centuries have been
earn God's favor in spite of our flaws. Instead, we can find
over which laws are timeless and which laws have become
energy in God's love to try again and again, with our hearts
obsolete or less useful because the context has changed.
focused on the well-being of our selves, our communities,
and the whole creation. When salvation is a given, we can
The gospel is about God's behavior, not ours. Lutherans talk
engage our lives with generosity and hope in spite of, and
about getting the direction right. We do not work our way
even because of, our apparent failings.
into God's favor, so the law is not "salvific." We cannot be
saved by the law. The gospel however, can and does save
From HERE WE STAND Confirmation Series. Copyright 2006
us. The gospel is our welcome into God's embrace, our forAugsburg Fortress. All rights reserved.
giveness, and our adoption (to use Paul's metaphor), and
God is the one who both offers and facilitates the welcome.
Getting the direction right means we know that our relationship with God is initiated and sustained by God. God
comes to us, not vice versa.
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member or get in touch with what these disciplines provide, I can often shift myself out of my irritation and frustraIn 1978, Richard Foster published his book on Christian spir- tions…
ituality, The Celebration of Discipline.
I DO want to have healthy teeth and a healthy body AND
Riiiiight…. Who wants to celebrate discipline!
brushing my teeth is part of what that takes.

The Discipline of COVID

From early on, disciplines have always occurred to me as a
I AM COMMITTED to keeping our children safe AND taking
burden. From brushing teeth, to making beds, to cleaning
up after myself… I have struggled to make these automatic. a few more moments to go through the playground zone
helps make that happen.
As I started attending school, more disciplines showed up:
•
Being on time to class
•
Bringing the right books and supplies
•
Doing assignments on time

I AM THANKFUL for the infrastructure, services and programs which my taxes, registrations and fees provide the
resources to build and keep in place.

Work life added its own:
•
Showing up on time
•
Completing projects and reports
•
Accounting for expenses and materials

When I get in touch with the ends that each of these disciplines help accomplish and claim how they line up with my
own commitments, then that helps gives me the desire to
maintain that discipline and to even be thankful for the opportunity to do it!

Society has its own disciplines. Many of them
we call “laws”:
•
Traffic laws
•
Criminal law
•
Paying Taxes, fees, registrations, insurance

So…. COVID….
I (like so many of us) am getting tired and weary of all the changes and disruptions that
COVID has caused in our lives. I am so thankful
that vaccines are starting to be delivered and
that 2021 should eventually bring an end to
this pandemic.

As The Celebration of Discipline highlights,
there are disciplines that accompany the
Christian life:
•
Faith practices: Pray, Read, Worship, Love (Serve, Give,
Encourage, Invite)
•
Spiritual Disciplines: Fasting, Confession, Meditation,
Simplicity, Solitude, Submission

The coming of the vaccine, the cold winter,
and our COVID fatigue, however, are a dangerous confluence that could see our infection and death rates soar. Now
is the time to recommit to maintaining our COVID disciplines. Wearing a mask, social distancing, washing our
hands, working from home and limiting our physical contact
And, as we are very much aware of now, COVID-19 has gen- are what loving our neighbors looks like right now.
erated its own disciplines:
Congratulations on all the disciplines that you have kept for
•
Wearing masks
your health and well-being, for your family’s health and
•
Socially Distancing
well-being, and for society’s health and well-being. As we
•
Washing hands
begin the year that will see the end of the pandemic, may
•
Working from home
God give you strength to maintain them and even to cele•
Limiting physical contact with others
brate them!
There are times I get really frustrated and irritated with all
these disciplines. I want to rebel against brushing my teeth
every day… Do I really have to slow down to 30 kph every
time I go by the school near our house (even when they
aren’t in school)?... And what about taxes, fees and registrations?
However, when I take a moment (and a breath) and reJanuary 2021
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Peace,

… love God with all your heart

Thanks to a friend of Laurie Hansen’s, we have received a healthy amount of matching skeins of yarn.
If you knit or crochet, drop by the church Monday-Thursday 9am – 4pm after January 3 to pick up a
bag of yarn and a knitting or crocheting pattern. We are starting a prayer shawl ministry to support
those who grieve and/or are ill. Every stitch is a prayer (the knitter’s/crocheter’s prayer is include) and
this is a lovely way to wrap someone in prayer. We already have people who could benefit from having
a prayer shawl from the church, so if you feel God’s nudge in this direction, well…get started!

Five-minute devotions will continue throughout the season of Epiphany, as we witness the revelations of God’s
miraculous presence and power. Devotions are pre-recorded and available on our website. They are new each

day, Monday through Saturday. As you reflect on God’s light, presence and power in your own life, may you be
blessed and moved closer in relationship with God and the people around you. Peace be with you!
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… love God with all your heart

We received a number of very lovely Christmas cards, baked goodies, and personal gifts both to thank us and to wish
us Merry Christmas. I (Pastor Laura) am in the process of writing personal thank you’s for your lovely thoughts, but I
am very slow at this work and I want you all to know that we are deeply touched by your words and gifts of affection
and care.
This has been an interesting and challenging time and your acts of kindness have done so much to lift our spirits and
encourage us in our work.
We are also deeply grateful for your contributions to our Pastors’ Christmas gift. We are quite certain that we will
use it to get away sometime in the coming year, particularly since we will celebrate our silver wedding anniversary in
May. It’s lovely to vacation with the ability to give thanks for friends who have made that trip possible and that is
often our practice.
Thank you, thank you. Know that we love and cherish you whether you give us cards and gifts or not….AND that we
are really grateful for the ways you have chosen to express your care. This year in particular they have carried
warmth and balm to us in ways we have both needed and appreciated.
We pray that in this new year, we will take more time to connect with you and express our care and love in more
personal ways. Please continue to pray for us in our work, as our highest priorities are uplifting and binding our community, protecting everyone’s health, and providing meaningful worship as we partner with God to offer hopeful
direction for 2021.
Merry Christmas, Happy Epiphany, and peace in the new year.
Pastors Phil & Laura
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… love God with all your heart
22+ Years! Thank you to all of you!!
Where did this wonderful journey start? Many years ago, I used to volunteer in the church office at Emmanuel. I
loved going into the church office to help out and watch my friend manage the church office. She got to be the ‘first
contact’ person people had with the church, she got to have lots of conversations with many people and best of all,
she was working in an environment that she loved! I was envious! Then one day while volunteering for her in May
1998, I discovered a Job Posting in the ‘recycle bin’. Lutheran Church of the Cross is looking for a new Office Administrator. Wow! Do you think I could work at another church? I tucked the little poster in my purse and brought it
home to think about it. I already knew of Pastor Beth and Ben – they had been involved in some Synod and Conference Events, and I liked them! And I knew that Marcia had been there for a long time – yikes! Big shoes to fill!! But,
I was looking for something more permanent as all our children were in Junior High and High School – I didn’t need
to be at home full-time anymore. So I sent off my resume to the HR committee and within a few weeks the chairperson of the committee called me up and asked if I could come in for an interview. I met with about 5 people and
then met with Pastor Beth. Now, any of you who knew Beth might remember that her office was not the tidiest
office in the building! We chatted, she had me do a poster of some sort and then her final question was “Can you
work in an office that’s not tidy?” I looked around at her office with the piles of books and paper and said, “Is this a

trick question? ☺ I don’t really care what your office looks like, as long as you keep it in here!” ☺ She laughed and
within a few days, Pastor Beth phoned and offered me the position. The rest is history,
as they say!!!
And now, 22 and a half years has brought me to another phase in life – retirement!! It’s
very scary, but I know from all the amazing retired people in the church that it’s a new
and wonderful phase of life. Although I remember saying a few years ago that “I wasn’t
ever going to retire, because it seemed that all the retired people were busier than anyone else”. I am looking forward to getting involved in some of the ministries here at the church as a volunteer instead of a staff person.

I also said many times that I should have been writing things down because there have been so many things that
have happened in the past 22+ years that need remembering – but also – some that should be forgotten!! Luckily,
the good things certainly outweigh the unpleasant things. It’s been such a great ministry to be part of – I have felt
honored, blessed and humbled to part of LCC staff – I know I’ve told lots of people that “I have the best job in the
world” and I meant it.
When I look back at the amazing Pastors that I have worked with – it’s mind boggling. What a privilege to have
worked with Pastor Beth DeVan, Pastor Roger Nostbakken, Pastor Bill Wiegert, Pastor Cindy Werner, Pastor Ron
Weatherington, Pastor Greg Kern, and now with Pastor Laura and Pastor Phil. Along with the Pastors have been
Ben DeVan, Cynthia Kaack, Intern Kate Zaiser and my longest co-worker, Catherine Glaser-Climie!! What a list!!!
We have been so blessed here at LCC to have had all these people as our shepherds. I have to say that I loved each
and every one of these people – and I feel so honored to have worked along side them and to call them my
friends.
January 2021
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… love God with all your heart
And then there’s the congregation!!! Right from Day 1, I was accepted and loved by the people here at LCC. Of
course some would say that’s what a church should do, but it doesn’t always work that way. And it made it harder
that I wasn’t a member, so people had to go out of their way to get to know me seeing I was only here Monday to
Friday. The amount of people that stopped by just to say hi, or the many people that were involved in ministries, it
wasn’t long before I knew a lot of the congregation. I have such fond memories of a few folks that stopped by lots
those first couple years – and these folks are no longer with us. Margrjet Peiluck would sit herself down in my office
and say “well, what gossip do you have for me”? I’d laugh and then she would proceed to tell me her stories; I loved
her visits and when she was no longer able to make it to church, I went to her house. Then my new friend Ron Spielman would visit every couple days; or he’d phone me at precisely 9 am just to make sure I wasn’t late – “Hello staff
person”, he’d begin every conversation! He was such a wonderful guy and a great promoter of Lutheran Church of
the Cross. And then I met two more incredible women – Audrey Pepin and Dorothy Baker! These ladies could do
anything with a sewing machine and I looked forward to quilting day when they came to the church. But these
women were also “Volunteers Extraordinaire” so were at the church several times a week. My greatest memory of
Audrey was attending a Tom Jones concert with her – she loved music of any kind and hardly missed a concert!! I’ll
never forget the phone call from Pastor Bill on a Sunday morning telling me that Audrey had been killed in a car accident – she was like family to me so it was terrible shock. I believe we lost 3 wonderful members that same week as

Audrey – Arnold Johnson and Don Axford – such a loss to the congregation.
When things were rough, that’s when we became the church. The worst time in the LCC history, I believe, is when
our Brittney was murdered. After the horror and shock – the congregation pulled together and ‘carried’ Kelly, Blaine
and Katie in their arms as best they could. The congregation mourned together, made meals for the family and
prayed for each other. It was the most horrible time but also brought out what the church was supposed to be. I’m
thankful that we still plant the Memorial Garden each year – in memory of Brittney and also in memory of the missing & murdered Indigenous women. Last January was the 10th Anniversary of Brittney’s death and our Pastors arranged a special memorial service – 10 years and still so raw and hurtful – we must never forget her.

I realize I could go on and on – but no one wants to read that long.

Just know that I am thankful to each and every

one of you for making my 22+ years the best 22 years of my life. I thank each of you that sent retirement greetings,
gifts, baking and money – it was over-whelming indeed. I thank the
council, both present and past, for all their support, encouragement
and patience over the years. It really has been such a privilege and
honor to be part of this church as a staff person and I look forward to
continuing in the ministry of Lutheran Church of the Cross as a nonstaff person.
Your friend,
Dianne
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… love God with all your mind
Toward being more inclusive – Implicit Bias
In December, I was fortunate to be part of a pilot workshop that the Calgary Alliance for the
Common Good is helping to create. The workshop is called, Wrestling with the Truth of Colonization. It was a powerful workshop and opened my eyes to many “blind spots” I have. A
new term that I was introduced to was implicit bias. Below is an article from the Perception
Institute that explains about implicit bias (https://perception.org/research/implicit-bias/).
Pastor Phil
Implicit Bias
What it is:
Thoughts and feelings are “implicit” if we are unaware of them or mistaken about their nature. We
have a bias when, rather than being neutral, we have a preference for (or aversion to) a person or
group of people. Thus, we use the term “implicit bias” to describe when we have attitudes towards
people or associate stereotypes with them without our conscious knowledge. A fairly commonplace
example of this is seen in studies that show that white people will frequently associate criminality
with black people without even realizing they’re doing it.

Why it matters:
The mind sciences have found that most of our actions occur without our conscious thoughts, allowing us to function in our extraordinarily complex world. This means, however, that our implicit
biases often predict how we’ll behave more accurately than our conscious values. Multiple studies
have also found that those with higher implicit bias levels against black people are more likely to
categorize non-weapons as weapons (such as a phone for a gun, or a comb for a knife), and in computer simulations are more likely to shoot an unarmed person. Similarly, white physicians who implicitly associated black patients with being “less cooperative” were less likely to refer black patients with acute coronary symptoms for thrombolysis for specific medical care.

What can be done about it:
Social scientists are in the early stages of determining how to “debias.” It is clear that media and
culture makers have a role to play by ceasing to perpetuate stereotypes in news and popular culture. In the meantime, institutions and individuals can identify risk areas where our implicit biases
may affect our behaviors and judgments. Instituting specific procedures of decision making and encouraging people to be mindful of the risks of implicit bias can help us avoid acting according to biases that are contrary to our conscious values and beliefs.
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… love God with all your strength
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A Letter from Our Bishop
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